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Abstract: Aspect’s extraction is a critical task in aspect-based sentiment analysis, including explicit and implicit aspects identification. While extensive
research has identified explicit aspects, little effort has been put forward on
implicit aspects extraction due to the complexity of the problem. Moreover,
existing research on implicit aspect identification is widely carried out on
product reviews targeting specific aspects while neglecting sentences’ dependency problems. Therefore, in this paper, a multi-level knowledge engineering
approach for identifying implicit movie aspects is proposed. The proposed
method first identifies explicit aspects using a variant of BiLSTM and CRF
(Bidirectional Long Short Memory-Conditional Random Field), which serve
as a memory to process dependent sentences to infer implicit aspects. It can
identify implicit aspects from four types of sentences, including independent
and three types of dependent sentences. The study is evaluated on a large movie
reviews dataset with 50k examples. The experimental results showed that
the explicit aspect identification method achieved 89% F1-score and implicit
aspect extraction methods achieved 76% F1-score. In addition, the proposed
approach also performs better than the state-of-the-art techniques (NMFIAD
and ML-KB+) on the product review dataset, where it achieved 93% precision,
92% recall, and 93% F1-score.
Keywords: Movie NEs (named entities); aspects; opinion words; annotation
process; memory; implicit aspects; implicit aspects mapping; word
embedding and BiLSTM

1 Introduction
In the last decade, the advancement of the internet encouraged people to participate in social
media networks. Consequently, the number of internet users is constantly increasing. IDC (International Data Corporation) foresees that the volume of data will be increased to 175 zettabytes
by 2025. This massive volume of data is an excellent source of knowledge for business, political,
social, and medical purposes [1]. Data engineers [2,3] have categorized data into three different
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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types: structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. The most challenging and favorable content
generated by internet users is unstructured data or reviews. It allows the users to comment on
a picture, video, or product they like or dislike. Business giants use these reviews to extract
sentiments that help them profile their customers and project their future business competition
position. Customers, on the other hand, use these reviews to make efficient buying decisions.
The tremendous increase in data volume makes it difficult to read every single review and
determine its sentiment polarity [4]. Providentially, data science experts have proposed sentiment
analysis techniques. These sentiment techniques can be classified into three categories: document
level, sentence level, and aspect level. Among these three levels, the most challenging sentiment
analysis technique is aspect level, which identifies a specific aspect or feature from a review and
then determines its sentiment polarity [5,6]. The process of aspect identification is further divided
into Explicit and Implicit aspects identification [7].
Several Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis Techniques (ABSTs) have been defined [8–14]. Nevertheless, their main contribution is explicit aspect identification. Very few ABSTs focus on implicit
aspect mapping [12,15–20]. A survey on implicit aspect identification by Tubishat et al. [21]
emphasized that most implicit aspect identification studies are designed for the product application
domain. Mapping implicit sentence of product reviews to product-specific aspects is a simple task
since the product reviews are short and simple [15–17]. For instance, the sentence “iPhone is too
expensive” is an example of an implicit sentence that can be mapped to product-specific aspect
‘price.’ However, the sentences in the reviews are not often independent. Sometimes, it is essential
to connect a sentence to a preceding sentence to infer the opinion target. In this research, the
different types of implicit sentences have been explored to map explicit aspects to implicit aspects
using the following four types of sentences.
(1) Type I is an independent sentence, where the mapping algorithm simply explores the
n-gram opinion words to decide their associated aspects.
(2) Type II is a dependent sentence, where the algorithm consults the preceding sentence
memory to maps the sentence to a specific aspect.
(3) Type III is also a dependent sentence; however, it handles pronouns using the preceding
sentences.
(4) Type IV sentences are too short or too long for their meaning to be interpreted successfully.
The mapping algorithm declares these sentences ambiguous.
The state-of-the-art implicit aspect mapping techniques [22,23] are developed for product
application domains. Moreover, the product application domain only uses Type I implicit sentences [24] to identify relevant product aspects. This paper proposed a multi-level knowledge
engineering approach to infer movie-related implicit aspects inspired by the product application
domain. The proposed approach first identifies the explicit aspects, which serve as a memory to
identify implicit aspects. In addition, the proposed approach is capable of identifying the above
four different types of dependent and independent sentences to identify movie-specific implicit
aspects from the reviews. Finally, the proposed approach is validated on a large movie review
dataset and compared with the state-of-the-art techniques on the product review dataset, discussed
in the results section.
2 Literature Review
Feng et al. [25] proposed an implicit aspect identification algorithm on product reviews in
Chinese. After basic pre-processing, the authors used a convolution neural network (CNN) to
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identify aspect, sentiment shifter, sentiment intensity, and sentiment words. In the next step,
sequential algorithms are used to annotate the corpus. Implicit aspect identification was achieved
by exploring the context of a single sentence or word due to simple and short reviews of users’
product reviews. In contrast, movie reviews consist of different types of implicit sentences. For
example, Liao et al. [26] classified different sentences into Fact-implied, Metaphorical, Rhetoricalquestion, and Ironic types. The study claimed that 72% of the reviews consist of the Fact-implied
sentence. They used a hybrid approach such as Semantic Dependency Tree-based CNN (SDTCNN)-based fusion model and applied it to car review and social media (Weibo). However, these
two application domains are still less complex than movie application domain. In addition, their
approach only identifies explicit aspects.
In contrast, Tubishat et al. [27] proposed a model of explicit and implicit aspect identification
for a product application domain. They used Whale Optimization Algorithm, dependency parser
relations, and web-based similarity to extract explicit aspects. Whereas, for implicit aspect identification, word co-occurrence, dictionary-based, and web-based similarity were used. The main
limitation of this model is its domain dependency and lack of scalability to other domains. Similarly, Afzaal et al. [28] proposed explicit and implicit aspects identification for tourism applications.
Explicit aspects were identified using a dependency parser, and WordNet and implicit aspects were
determined using a predefined decision tree. However, the limitation of this model is its inefficiency
in identifying implicit aspects from long and complex sentences.
Likewise, Gupta et al. [29] proposed an integrated approach to summarize mobile reviews.
However, the model is limited to only explicit aspects and opinions associated with those aspects.
Moreover, the mobile application domain is a form of a product application domain. Subsequently, the proposed model fails to perform efficiently when applied to the movie application
domain. The study [30] is an extension of [28], where an aspect-specific lexicon was built for
identifying co-occurrence between sentiment words and explicit aspects. The lexicon is then used to
construct an aspect-sentiment tree. However, the proposed implicit aspect identification approach
identifies only aspects from independent sentences. Asghar et al. [31] proposed a hybrid model
by integrating unsupervised and supervised approaches to extract explicit aspects and aspectlevel sentiment determination. However, the model is not robust in extracting implicit aspects. In
addition, the use of POS patterns to extract aspects detects irrelevant aspects as well.
Similarly, El Hannach et al. [32] also proposed a hybrid approach to identify implicit aspects
from product reviews. Their approach first identifies candidates of implicit aspects and then maps
them to any of the explicit aspects. Many semantic tools such as WordNet and a frequency-based
approach for implicit aspect identification were used. The limitation of this work is handling
dependency in sentences similar to the above approaches. Khalid et al. [33] proposed an unsupervised approach to identify implicit aspects from a Twitter dataset. They asserted that their
proposed framework not only mines aspect-level sentiment but also elaborates the reasons for
liking and disliking. This framework makes use of the association of linguistic patterns for
identifying implicit aspects. The study is limited to explores implicit aspects within the sentence
but fails to handle dependent sentences.
Few studies focus on aspect-based sentiment analysis. For instance, Yang et al. [34] proposed
an attention network with LSTM that identifies explicit aspects and determines their sentiments
as well. The experiments were conducted on the product and Twitter-based datasets. Similarly, Liu
et al. [35] proposed attention model by using local and global attention mechanisms to identify
aspect-based sentiments. The local mechanism calculates weights between words in a sentence
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while the global one performs this task on the entire review. The aspect identification process was
evaluated on SemEval-2015 using restaurant reviews.
Tang et al. [36] used a hybrid technique for aspects and opinion identification and then aspectwise sentiment determination. The study used topic modeling for aspect and opinion classification
and then sentiment determination. The proposed model is implemented on Yelp and Amazon
datasets. Apart from the product, service, and movie application domains, Chauhan et al. [37]
presented an aspect-based sentiment analysis for the educational domain. They applied linguistic
features such as POS tagger, tokenizer, stop word removal, and word case in the pre-processing
phase. After that, the most occurring NOUN/NOUN phrases were considered as aspect candidates. Then a pruning technique was applied to filter out irrelevant aspects. The technique is
validated on online educational comments. However, this study also ignored the implicit aspects.
Shams et al. [38] proposed a language-independent aspect-based sentiment analysis technique using
an unsupervised method for English and Persian language. For aspect identification, it used ELDA
topic modeling, which is validated on product reviews. In contrast, Jibran et al. [39] proposed
an aspects classification model for movie reviews. Several pre-processing techniques were used for
multi-class annotation and linguistic patterns to eliminate irrelevant movie aspects. CRF classifier
was used to not only identify movie-specific aspects but also person and movie title as movie
aspects.
Based on the above literature analysis, we identified two main limitations in the previous studies. The first is that state-of-the-art techniques for implicit aspect identification have been proposed
mostly for product and service domains that are relatively simpler than complex domains such
as movie reviews. The second is that the proposed solutions only identify implicit aspects from
straightforward independent sentences or Type I sentences. To overcome the stated limitations,
this study first proposed an implicit aspects identification phase for movie reviews. Secondly, we
developed novel techniques for processing four different types of independent sentences to detect
movie-specific implicit aspects accurately. The following section provides the technical detail of
each technique.
3 Proposed Approach for Mapping Implicit Aspects to Explicit Aspects
An end-to-end architecture of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1, which consists
of annotation, explicit aspects identification [40], and implicit aspects mapping phases. In the
following section, the techniques used in each stage are described.
3.1 Annotation Phase of Movie Reviews
The first phase of the proposed approach is the annotation phase, which annotates data for
training BiLSTM-CRF, a supervised learning technique. The linguistic features (Part of speech
and chunking information), orthographic features (word casing information), and movie dictionary are used as a feature set. The linguist tool such as OpenNLP1 is used to transform each
unstructured review into a structured review. Therefore, the annotation phase uses a tokenizer,
POS tagger, and chunker to annotate the dataset. The orthographic features include punctuation,
word casing, suffix, and prefix since writers often use these orthographic features to emphasize a
word or a group of words. We used these orthographic features to extract NERC (Named Entity
Recognition and Classification) [41] inspired by [42], where orthographic features were used to
identify NER (named entity recognition) in a social application domain. Although these linguistic
1 https://opennlp.apache.org/
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features are very useful in the annotation process, yet they also annotate irrelevant aspects. For
instance, the annotation phase annotates a word as a person’s name or a movie title if it has POS
(Parts of Speech) tag as NOUN or NOUN PHRASE. However, not every word with NOUN or
NOUN PHRASE is a relevant person’s name or a movie title. To remove these types of irrelevant
aspects, proposed approach used imdbpy2 .
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of mapping implicit aspects to explicit aspects
Tab. 1 demonstrates the relevant extraction of a person name entity. If the POS is “NNP,”
chunker is “B-NP” or “I-NP,” the word case is “TC,” the relevant IOB (inside outside beginning)
annotation is person entity, i.e., B-Person or I-Person.
Table 1: The annotation of person entity using orthographic features
Token

Parts of speech

Chunker

Word

Inside outside beginning

Sally
Kirkland

NNP
NNP

B-NP
I-NP

TC
TC

B-Person
I-Person

2 https://imdbpy.github.io/
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These features also accept irrelevant entities as a personal name, as shown in Tab. 2. In this
case, the “Bermuda Triangle” is not a person entity, but the conditions are satisfied, and entities
are extracted as a personal name. We used the imdbpy library to removes irrelevant movie-related
person entities. The movie titles are extracted by following the same procedure except for person
names Bi-gram feature are extracted, whereas for title N-gram features are extracted.
Table 2: The irrelevant extraction of a person entity
Token

Parts of speech

Chunker

Word case

Inside outside beginning

Bermuda
Triangle

NNP
NNP

B-NP
I-NP

TC
TC

B-Person
I-Person

Apart from movie NEs (Named Entities), movie-specific aspects are extracted using nouns or
noun phrases as candidate’s movie-specific aspects. We used the SpaCy3 similarity matrix to filter
out irrelevant movie-specific aspects. A list of seed words such as “scene,” “director,” “music,”
“cast,” “movie,” “plot,” “actor” and “writer” are defined to extract movie-specific aspects. The
candidate word for movie-specific aspects and seed words are provided as input to the SpaCy
similarity matrix to identify similarity. In addition, a predefined threshold, i.e., 45%, is defined if
the similarity between a candidate word and seed word is greater than or equal to the threshold,
then the candidate word is a relevant movie-specific aspect.
Tab. 3 shows an example of candidate a word and seed words semantic similarity. In this
case, the candidate word screen is a relevant movie-specific aspect since its semantic similarity and
the semantic similarity of seed words “movie” are the highest among the other entries.
Table 3: An example of candidate word and seed words semantic similarity
Candidate word

Seed words

Semantic similarity

Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen

Scene
Director
Music
Cast
Movie
Plot
Actor
Writer

0.37093803
0.20464844
0.26128027
0.35902005
0.46251473
0.28155455
0.31339672
0.16731432

3.2 Explicit Aspects Identification Phase
The annotated dataset from the previous phase is then used to train Bidirectional LSTMCRF for explicit aspects identification. Previous studies show that CRF performs efficiently on
sequential data and named entity recognition [43–45]. However, the recent studies [46–48] have
shown that CRF performs less efficiently when used stand-alone, therefore, these studies have
3 https://spacy.io/usage/vectors-similarity
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integrated CRF with variants of neural networks. We also exploit CRF capabilities and variants
of neural networks, i.e., BiLSTM-CRF, in the explicit aspects’ identification phase. Nevertheless,
the BiLSTM-CRF requires annotated dataset; therefore, we annotated the dataset using IOB
(Inside outside beginning) tagging scheme, which identifies five entities, include person (B-Person,
I-Person), movie title (B-Movie, I-Movie), movie-specific-aspects (B-Feature, I-Feature), opinion
chunks (B-Feature, I-Feature), and others (O).
Fig. 2 shows a five-layered Bidirectional LSTM-CRF framework. The explicit aspects identification phase takes a sequence of token words to train the model to identify person and movie
names, movie-specific aspects, and opinion words. The bottom layer is the word embedding of the
token words. The next two layers in the middle are Backward and Forward LSTM, which receives
the word embedding and connects with a dense layer. Finally, the top layer is CRF, which tags
the sentences with movie-specific entities using the proposed IOB tagging scheme.

CRF Layer

B-Person

I-Person

O

B-Opinion

Joaquin

Phoenix

looks

amazing

Dense Layer

Backward LSTM
Forward LSTM

Words Embedding

Words

Figure 2: A five-layered BiLSTM-CRF, LSTM-CRF, and CRF for explicit aspects identification
3.3 Implicit Aspects Mapping
In the Explicit Movie Aspect identifier, four named entities, namely Person Name, Movie Title,
Feature, and Opinion, are identified. In the next step, these entities are used as a memory for
implicit aspect mapping. Tab. 4 shows the parts of two sentences. “Sentence-1” is identified with
Feature and Opinion entities, whereas Sentence-2 is identified with Person and Opinion entities.
These aspects are called explicit aspects, and the corresponding sentences are called explicit
sentences. The implicit aspects are not mentioned explicitly; thus, they need to be interpreted [49]
as one of the explicit aspects. Sentences that contain opinion words but no explicit aspects are
implicit.
For example, the sentence, “The cryptic dialogue would make Shakespeare seem easy to a third
grader,” refers to the implicit movie aspect script. To map implicit aspects, we adopt the divide
and conquered strategy. In the first step, the sentences with explicit aspects and opinion words or
phrases or entities are separated from a review. Tab. 5 illustrates explicit and implicit sentences.
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These sentences are tokenized and labeled with a sentence number, POS, and IOB tag. In addition,
the explicit and implicit sentences are connected by a sentence number. For instance, the explicit
sentence is a sentence-2 of review-1. Similarly, the implicit sentence is sentence-6 of review-1.
Among different types of implicit sentences, Tab. 5 shows only a Type-I implicit sentence where
an aspect can be hidden in consecutive opinion words or chunks [50]. However, this cannot always
be true since different implicit sentences require different treatment, as described in the following
section.
Table 4: An excerpt for named entity recognition
Part of sentence-1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Part of sentence-2

Starts
Out
With
A
Opening
Scene
That
Is

VB
RP
IN
DT
NN
NN
WDT
VBZ

O
O
O
O
O
B-feature
O
B-opinion

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

And
Frederic
Forrest
Can
Be
Seen
Briefly
–

CC
NNP
NNP
MD
VB
VBN
NN
–

O
B-person
I-person
B-opinion
I-opinion
I-opinion
O
O

Table 5: An example of explicit vs. implicit sentences
Explicit sentence

Implicit sentence

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

starts VB O
out RP O
with IN O
a DT O
opening NN O
scene NN B-Feature
that WDT O
is VBZ B-opinion
terrific JJ B-opinion
example NN I-opinion
of IN O
absurd JJ B-opinion
comedy NN I-opinion

the DT O
cryptic JJ B-opinion
dialogue JJ B-opinion
would MD B-opinion
make VB I-opinion
Shakespeare NNP O
seem VB B-opinion
easy JJ B-opinion
to TO O
a DT O
third JJ B-opinion
grader NN I-opinion
- - - O

3.3.1 Type I Implicit Sentences
In Type I implicit sentences, consecutive words are inspected if those words are identified as
opinion entities. For example, if the current word’s POS is JJ and the next word’s POS is NN,
then the word that has NOUN POS is a potential candidate for implicit aspect mapping. In the
previous example, two consecutive word patterns, ‘Cryptic’ (JJ), ‘Dialogue’ (NN), and ‘Third’ (JJ)
‘Grader’ (NN), will be extracted. Therefore, the potential candidates are the ‘Dialogue’ and ‘the
Grader.’ The next step calculates the similarity score between potential candidates and movie-
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specific aspects. The candidate words are considered a movie aspect if their score is more or
less than the specified threshold. In this scenario, ‘Dialogue’ is mapped to aspect ‘Script,’ where
‘Grader’ is ignored since it is semantically not closer to movie-specific aspects.
Tab. 6 shows the algorithm for Type I implicit sentences. The sentences are tokenized, and
each token’s POS label and IOB label are tagged. Therefore, SNi , Wordi , POSi , and IOBtagi is
given as an input, where SNi denotes an array of sentence number, Wordi denotes an array of
words, POSi denotes an array of POS and IOBtagi denotes an array of IOB tags. In addition,
the seed words “scene,” “director,” “music,” “cast,” “movie,” “plot,” “actor” are also given as an
input. and the output is relevant movie specific aspects.

Table 6: Algorithm for extracting movie-specific aspects from type I sentences
Input: a set of implicit sentences having adjectives and nouns SN = {s1 , s2 , s3 , . . . , sn }
Output: ISMap with movie aspects = {is1aspect , is2aspect , is3aspect , . . . , isnaspect }
1: for i ← 0 to n total number of SN(sentence number)
2: if POSi is JJ and POSi+1 is NN or NNS or NNP
3:
Candidate ← Wordi
4:
for j ← 0 to n seed words
5:
if semantic_similarity(Candidate, sj ) is ≥ 45 percent
6:
write_to_file(SNi , i, Wordi , POSi , IOBtagi )
7:
AIj ← writeFile(TKj , POSj , CKj , CL, iobT, similarity_per)
8:
endif
9:
endfor
10: endif
11: endfor

3.3.2 Type II Implicit Sentences
Type II implicit sentences are those in which linking words such as “instead,” “in addition,”
“therefore,” etc., are used. Fig. 3 shows a sample of implicit sentences, where opinion words are
not helpful to be mapped to the movie-specific aspects; therefore, the sentence is considered as a
dependent sentence.

Figure 3: An example of explicit and implicit sentences connected with linking word
An implicit sentence is considered a dependent sentence if it starts with transition words,
providing detail, or explaining a preceding sentence. For example, in Fig. 4, it is very difficult to
understand what the sentence is talking about without consulting the preceding sentence. In this
case, the prior sentence is sentence-11, an explicit sentence referring to the movie aspect ‘character.’
After that, the implicit sentence follows the linking word ‘instead,’ which expresses more sentiments
about the aspect ‘character.’ Fig. 4a represents a memory structure for the implicit sentence in
Fig. 4b, which assists the algorithm in deciding the exact aspect. The memory is formed from an
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explicit aspect identification which is identified by the BiLSTM-CRF framework in the previous
phase. The memory contains the sentence number, POS, IOB tagging, and word index of explicit
sentences.

Figure 4: An example of type II implicit sentence (a) Memory (b) Implicit sentence
Tab. 7 shows an algorithm that uses preceding explicit sentences from memory to map an
implicit sentence. The algorithm takes classes ReviewList and ReviewColumns with five properties,
namely SN(sentence number), Word, POS, IOBtag and Status. The output is implicit sentences
mapped to specific movie aspects. The algorithm is also capable of processing Type II and IV
implicit sentences.

Table 7: Algorithm to maps independent and dependent sentences
Input: ReviewList ReviewColumns
Output: Movie aspects ISMap with movie aspects = {is1aspect , is2aspect , is3aspect , . . . , isnaspect }
1: foreach CurrentSentence in ReviewList
2: if CurrentSentence .Length < 30 or CurrentSentence .Length < 3
3:
if Currentsentence .POS is “RB"
4:
if MemoryprecedingSentence (Currentsentence .SN) //check if there is any explicit aspect of
preceding sentence
5:
CurrentSentence .Status ← PrecedingSentence .Status
6:
endif
7:
endif
8: endif
9: forend
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3.3.3 Type III Implicit Sentences
While Type II implicit sentences are based on linking words, Type III sentences are dependent
on personal pronouns such as he, she, and it. Fig. 5 shows a dependent sentence that is based on
a personal pronoun. The first sentence explicitly talks about the named entity ‘Kareena Kapoor’,
while a personal pronoun is used in the second sentence.

Figure 5: An example of a type III sentences
Like Type II sentences, we used memory to map whether the dependent sentence talks about
Actor, Writer, Director, or Movie. Fig. 6 shows Type III sentence and corresponding memory with
mapping information. The first column in the memory is the number of sentences that contain
named entities. The second, third, and fourth columns are names of person, POS, and IOB tags.
The fifth column is the index number of the word in a sentence. The last column is the status
column that indicates the status of a specified name. In this example, the name ‘Kareena Kapoor’
is an actress.

Figure 6: An example of a type III sentence based on personal pronounce and associated memory
(a) Memory (b) Type III sentence
3.3.4 Type IV Implicit Sentences
Type IV Implicit sentences are either too lengthy or too short to map to specific movie aspects.
Fig. 7 demonstrates three sentences that are exceeding the predefined sentence length (30 words).
These sentences also contain several conjunction words (and) and are separated by ‘,’. In addition,
merging too many ideas in a single sentence makes them ambiguous.
The ambiguous sentences appearing in Fig. 7 are ignored and not included in the mapping
process. Tab. 8 shows an algorithm to map both Type III and IV sentences.
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Figure 7: Example of ambiguous sentences
Table 8: Algorithm III maps pronoun based implicit sentences to actor or movie aspect
Input: ReviewList ReviewColumns
Output: A set of implicit sentences ISMap with movie aspects = {is1aspect , is2aspect , is3aspect , . . . , isnaspect }
1: foreach CurrentSentence in ReviewList
2:
foreach Wordj in Currentsentence
3:
if Wordj is ‘He’ or ‘She’ or ‘You’
4:
if MemoryprecedingSentence (Currentsentence .SN)//check if there is any name entity of
preceding sentence
5:
CurrentSentence .Status ← Actor
6:
endif
7:
endif
8:
if Wordj is ‘It’
9:
if MemoryprecedingSentence (Currentsentence .SN)//check if there is any name entity of
preceding sentence
10:
CurrentSentence .Status ← Movie
11:
endif
12:
endif
13: endfor
14: endfor

4 Experimental Results
The proposed approach is validated on the Movie Dataset4 contains 50k examples. The
dataset is divided into 25k for training and 25k for testing by the dataset builders. We further
partitioned 24k data into 12k negatives and 12k for positives reviews. To train LSTM and
BiLSTM, we portioned the dataset into 80 percent for training and 20 percent for testing with
default layers’ settings of both models. Python programming was used to conduct all experiments.
The experimental setup for BiLSTM is the following. The parameters given to the embedding layer
are input dimension: the total number of token words, the output dimension: 20, input length:
75, and mask zero: true. For the BiLSTM the parameters are units: 50, return sequences: true
and recurrent dropout: 0.1. Next, the parameters for the dense layer are dense dimension: 50 and
activation: “relu.” Finally, the CRF layer was given the labels (person name, movie title, feature,
and opinion labels), which tags the sentence as an output layer.
4 https://ai.stanford.edu/∼amaas/data/sentiment/
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Fig. 8 shows the overall accuracy of the BiLSTM-CRF, LSTM-CRF, and CRF. The
BiLSTM-CRF performs better than the LSTM-CRF and CRF. The precision, recall, and F1-score
of the proposed BiLSTM-CRF are 89.9%, 88.9%, and 89.4%. In comparison, CRF performs better than LSTM-CRF since it depends on feature engineering. When these features were removed,
CRF performance degraded considerably with the precision, recall, and F1-score of 87.1%, 87.8%,
and 87.4%, respectively. In contrast, LSTM-CRF performance is lower than CRF in terms of
recall and F1-score. Conversely, it performs efficiently, although there is no use of handcraft
features. The precision, recall, and F1-score of the LSTM-CRF are 87.5%, 86.2%, and 86.9%.

Figure 8: Overall accuracy of the explicit aspects identifier and conventional approaches
The entity-wise performance of BiLSMT-CRF and LSTM-CRF is shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9a
shows the performance BiLSMT-CRF, where Feature Entity shows the most magnificent performance. The EMAI (Explicit Movie Aspects Identifier) performs medium on entities such as Person
and Opinion. Some movie titles are too long or too short to be identified as a title entity. Thus, for
the classifier, it becomes hard to classify the correct movie title. Fig. 9b demonstrates the entitywise performance for LSTM-CRF. Like EMAI, it also performed efficiently on feature entities. It
showed more than 80% performance on Opinion and Person entities. The worst performance was
recorded on the title entity.
Fig. 10a depicts the entity-wise performance of CRF. It also performs better on feature
entities, whereas on title entity its F1-score is less than LSTM-CRF and BiLSTM-CRF. However,
it has more than 80% F1-score for opinion and person entities. Likewise, a large Movie Dataset5
was used to evaluate the performance of the implicit aspects mapping. Fig. 10b represents a
confusion matrix for analyzing nine different classes (Actor, Cast, Director, Movie, Music, O
(others), Plot, Scene, and Writer). Cast, Movie, Music, and O received 80% or above True Positive
(TP) percentage. The class Cast showed exceptional results since it appeared only four times in
the implicit sentences and was identified as TP. In contrast, the Actor class has 71 percent TP
result, and Director, Plot, Scene, and Writer classes showed less than 70 percent TP.
5 https://ai.stanford.edu/∼amaas/data/sentiment/
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Figure 9: Entity wise performance of the BiLSMT-CRF and LSTM-CRF (a) Entity wise performance of the BiLSMT-CRF (b) Entity wise performance of LSTM-CRF

Figure 10: Entity wise performance of CRF and classification error analysis (a) Entity wise
performance of CRF (b) Confusion matrix
The evaluation measures of the aspect mapping algorithm are shown in Fig. 11. It can be
noticed from Fig. 11a. that the aspect Cast precision, recall, and F1-scores are very high since the
support is less in number (four only). The aspect Director achieved 86% precision, 67% recall, and
75% F1-score. It showed low recall due to insufficient support (nine only). The aspect support is
83, and its precision, recall, and F1-score are 69%, 80%, and 74%. In contrast, the Movie aspect
has better recall but low precision. Therefore, it showed more false positives. Similarly, the aspect
Music achieved low precision of 58%, recall of 88%, and F1-score of 70%. O (others) is not any
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aspect of a movie. Moreover, it represents a sentence that does not match any specific aspects.
However, Plot, Scene, and Writer showed high precision of 80%, 82%, and 90%, respectively. In
comparison, they are low in recall that is 64%, 58%, 56%, respectively. The aspects Director, Plot,
Scene, and Writer received more false negatives and less false positives, although Movie and Music
are predicted more as False Positive. The overall accuracy of the movie mapping algorithm was
77%. Fig. 11b shows the average macro precision, recall, and F1-score of the proposed algorithm
80%, 74%, and 76%. Similarly, here recall is also lower than precision for movie aspect mapping
algorithm.

Figure 11: Overall evaluation measures of the aspects mapping algorithm (a) Specific aspect-based
Precision, Recall, and F1-score (b) Macro average precision, recall, and F1-score
The product review dataset [24] was used for the experiment to compare the proposed
approach with the state-of-the-art techniques. The dataset includes five different electronic products. The lengthy names are D1 for Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan, D2 for Canon G3, D3 for
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40 GB, D4 for Nikon coolpix 4300, and D5 for Nokia
6610. In D1, the total number of sentences are 740, the total number of implicit sentences are 38,
and the implicit aspects are 38. D2 contains 597 sentences, 18 implicit sentences, and 20 implicit
aspects. D3 has 1716 sentences, 56 implicit sentences, and 60 implicit aspects. D4 contains 346
sentences, 14 implicit sentences, and 14 implicit aspects. Finally, D5 contains 546 sentences, 23
implicit sentences, and 24 implicit aspects. The dataset is already annotated for Type I implicit
sentences. Therefore, the implicit aspects can be identified in the sentences. However, the dataset
is not annotated for Type II and Type III.
The product-specific aspects are performance, functionality, price, weight, size, behavior, appearance, and quality. The challenge is to find the clues in the implicit sentence, therefore, it can be
mapped to one of the product-specific aspects. To solve this problem, we built word embedding
for each of the product-specific aspects. For instance, the aspect performance has a vocabulary
that can identify implicit aspects by finding similarities between VB, NN, and JJ in an implicit
sentence. Similarly, for other aspects, separate vocabularies are built and validated previously on
implicit aspects identification models such as ML-KB+ [22] and NMFIAD [23]. Tab. 9 shows the
performance comparison of these two previous models in precision, recall, and F1-score with the
proposed approach, where the best performance is shown in bold.
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Table 9: Comparison of the proposed approach with the state-of-the-art techniques
Data NMFIAD

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
AVG

ML-KB+

Precision
(%)

Recall F1-score
(%)
(%)

50
50
49
49
50
50

98
98
99
97
99
98

66
66
65
65
67
66

Proposed approach

Precision
(%)

Recall F1-score
(%)
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall F1-score
(%)
(%)

70
93
71
70
82
77

74
87
74
75
84
79

88
93
99
94
93
93

86
93
99
91
93
92

72
90
72
72
83
78

87
93
99
93
93
93

NMFIAD has less precision and F1-score than the proposed approach, which achieved 42%
more precision and 27% more F1-score. However, the proposed approach achieved 6% less recall
than NMFIAD. ML-KB+ on average achieved 16% lower precision, 13% lower recall, and 15%
lower F1-score than the proposed model.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, an aspect-based sentiment analysis technique is proposed for the movie application domain. The main focus is to develop an approach for mapping implicit aspects to explicit
aspects. In addition, the proposed technique not only investigates implicit aspects within a sentence
but also explores preceding and following sentences for the identification of implicit aspects using
a multi-level knowledge engineering approach. The first step in implicit aspects identification is to
identify explicit aspects using BiLSTM-CRF. The identified explicit aspects serve as input (memory) for the aspect mapping algorithm. Previously, state-of-the-art implicit aspect identification
techniques have been developed for simple sentences. Those are based on the assumption that
the implicit aspects are hidden between consecutive opinion words. However, while investigating
the movie review dataset, four different types of implicit sentences are found. Exploring the
implicit aspects of these different types of sentences is very challenging. Therefore, an implicit
aspect mapping approach that can map the clues from different types of sentences to moviespecific aspects is proposed. The experimental results showed that the proposed mapping approach
performs efficiently on the movie reviews dataset. Moreover, to validate the proposed approach, it
is tested on a popular product reviews dataset and compared with state-of-the-art techniques. The
experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
Our ongoing work aims to improve the proposed model’s results by better understanding its
strengths and weaknesses. We also plan to evaluate the model in related tasks where noise and
emerging NEs are prevalent.
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